Summer '92

LEGO
SHOP AT HOME
Dear Girls and Boys,

Look What’s In Store For You!

Just in time for end of summer fun, you’ll find a special collection of LEGO® toys and accessories inside this catalog — your very own LEGO store. We included your favorites from our regular catalog plus a variety of collectible classics for more LEGO fun.

Order early for best selection. Some items will sell out. Also, check out the Special Offer Center on pages 16 and 17. For fast service and to confirm product availability, call today and ask for our Insider’s Hotline at 203-763-4011, Monday - Friday, 8 AM - 8 PM ET.

P.S. LEGO Bricks are great building materials for your school projects. What better way to get your project completed, and think of the fun you’ll have while you do your school “work”.

See what you can make

A. #6532 Diesel Dumper.
Load ‘er up! Whether you’re digging a ditch or farming a field, your diesel dumper helps you haul and dump your load. Ages 7-12. 38 pieces. $4.50

B. #6352 Cargomaster Crane.
Need to move a heavy load? You’ll have fun hooking up all sorts of cargo with this handy crane. Comes complete with crane operator, crate, cargo, and six wheel hand-powered crane. Ages 7-12. 133 pieces. $15.50
C. #1665
Dual FX Racers.
Race around your TOWN with these sporty FX racers. Includes 2 race drives and starter with checkered flag. Use your imagination to build the alternative model! Ages 6 - 12. 103 pieces. $8.75

D. #6668 Recycle Truck. Keep your TOWN beautiful with the help of your recycle truck. The driver can load his container truck from the top or in back. Then, when he has a full load, he can slide the container off the truck with the cockpit winch. Ages 6-12. 103 pieces. $9.00

E. #8826 ATX Sport Cycle. Here's a model that will really rev you up! The four wheeler features front and rear wheel steering. Complete with detailed building instructions for two models — the ATX Sport Cycle and the Racer. Ages 7-12. 94 pieces. $9.50
A. #6405 Sunset Stables. Take your horse show on the road. Your horse trailer has a special trap door that swings down and becomes a ramp for your horse to get in and out. Comes complete with horse, jeep, stable, saddle, food trough, and two jockeys. 126 pieces. $15.50

B. #6317 Trees and Flowers. Landscape your LEGO SYSTEM Town just like your home with this new assortment of trees and flowers. 24 pieces. $4.50

C. #6592 Vacation Hideaway. Get away for the weekend! Imagine yourself in a far-off place or on vacation in the mountains. Cottage has working door and shutters, two mini-figures and more. 99 pieces. Ages 7-12. $12.00

D. #6315 Road Signs. Just like a real town with traffic regulations. You'll keep your roads safe with these clearly marked road signs for stopping, parking, and more. 11 pieces. $3.25
E. #6401 Seaside Cabana. Surf’s up! You’ll have loads of summertime fun with your seaside cabana. Windsurf or cruise around on the pedal boat. Then enjoy a cool drink at your beachfront cafe. 42 pieces. $6.50

F. #6411 Sand Dollar Cafe. Grab your beach blanket and head for the sun. There’s nothing like a day at the beach. Swim, windsurf, or have a picnic at your beach cafe. If it gets too hot, here comes the ice cream man! Comes complete with lifeguard, bicycle, cafe, and three swimmers. Ages 7-12. 185 pieces. $27.50
A. #2304 Green Baseplate. Now you can build even BIGGER models with this large 15" x 15" building plate. $12.00

B. #2306 Large Red Building Plate. Use this firm foundation to help build your dreams on. Create your own village or play environment on this large 15" x 15" durable building plate which forms a solid base for all your DUPLO Blocks. $12.00

C. #2303 Medium Building Plates. Put another story on your towering skyscraper. Whatever you imagine, these two building plates are perfect additions. Approximately 3-3/4" x 7-1/2". $6.00

Helpful Hint: If you need a large building plate for LEGO bricks, see #815 on Page 9.

D. #2312 Basic Block Set. See what I can build! This fun set contains a large collection of colorful blocks in various shapes and sizes. Adds up to more building fun by itself or with other sets. 39 pieces. Ages 2-5. Regularly $14.50, now $11.50
E. #1544 DUPLO Bucket. This bright yellow bucket contains a great selection of 54 colorful DUPLO Basic Building pieces and two people figures. Large 9" tall bucket with handle provides useful storage and easy carrying. Ages 1-1/2 - 5. **$18.50**

F. #2619 Helicopter. Fly to an adventure and let your imagination travel. Propeller spins like the real thing. Includes mini-figure. For little pilots ages 2-5. **$7.00**

G. #2641 Jumbo Plane. Ten pieces snap together and you're ready for adventures in the wild blue yonder. Over 12" big, this set builds lots of different planes to carry freight and passengers. Pilot included. For young pilots ages 3-5. 10 pieces. **$22.00**
Essential Extras
Ages 3-12

When you're building, having the right bricks makes the difference. Start a bank of these elements and get ready to Build!

A. Accessory Packs. Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package.
$5.00 each per color.
#5140 - Red  #5143 - Yellow
#5141 - Blue   #5144 - Black
#5142 - White  #5145 - Grey

B. 42 Plates in Two Colors. Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. Builders Hint. Three plates connected together equal one brick.
$5.00 each color.
#5146 - Blue   #5147 - Red

C. #836 Doors & Windows. Special 37 piece assortment of doors and windows not found in our regular catalog. Regular price $5.00.
Now only $3.00

D. #5151 Steep Sloped Bricks.
(45 degrees) 59 pieces. $5.00

E. #5152 Low Sloped Bricks.
(25 degrees) 60 pieces. $5.00

F. #5148 Wheels. Make more LEGO cars, trucks or planes with these 12 wheel assemblies. $5.00

G. #821 Brick Separator. A great tool to help take apart your LEGO creation. This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart. $1.50
Start Your Building Ideas With These Baseplates

H. #819 Blue Sea Base Plate. 10" blue plate helps you bring your LEGO Harbor to life. $5.00

I. #813 Green Baseplate. Large 10" x 10". $5.00

J. #815 Large Gray Baseplate. Extra large 15" x 15". $10.00

K. #814 Building Plates. 3 special plates for all building activities. 2-1/2" x 5". $5.25

L. #846 NEW Lighting Bricks. Put light in your LEGO models. You'll have fun lighting up your LEGO houses and cars. Special street signs flash on and off when you use a LEGO battery box (sold separately). Includes 6 new traffic sign designs. Ages 5-12. 37 pieces. $18.00

M. #5115 Extra 9V Battery Box. $11.00

N. #260 Idea Book. Build and create new models for extra playtime fun with this Idea Book. Chock-full of ideas, building instructions and illustrations for your LEGO collection. Build new airplanes, police cars and spaceships... these are just a few of the models you can build. Ages 5-12. 48 pages. $3.75

Oversized 8-1/4" x 11-3/4" for easy use.
TOWN

Ages 6 - 12

A. #6679 Dark Shark. Race around your LEGO Nautica Seaport with your Dark Shark Speedboat. The two boat racers are equipped with black visor crash helmets, life jackets and walkie-talkies. Ages 7-12. 68 pieces. $9.50

B. #1656 Fire Evacuation Team. Look at all the fun you will have building and playing with this set. Includes 4-wheel fire chief's car, fire truck and trailer, pay-loader, two fire fighters and tools. Ages 7-12. 229 pieces. $19.50
C. #6354 Pursuit Squad. Your police squad is prepared to serve and protect by sea, land, and air. They'll stay hot on the pursuit with a helicopter, jeep, motorcycle, and boat. Helicopter features camera, searchlights, and walkie-talkie. Set comes complete with boat trailer, warning signs, and three police mini-figures. Ages 7-12. 157 pieces. $15.00

D. #6533 Police 4x4. Be the first one to the rescue—on-road or off-road—in your Police 4x4. You're ready for action with car doors and sun roof that open and close, warning lanterns, road blocks, and police mini-figure. Ages 7-12. 59 pieces. $4.50

E. #6309 Town Figures. Populate LEGO SYSTEM Town with these six mini-figures. This assortment includes a policeman, fireman, doctor and even a motorcycle. 30 pieces. $6.50

F. #5171 Decorative Elements. Customized assortment of 28 specialized embossed bricks. Many different types of control panels for any town or space vehicle. $3.25

G. #6314 City People. Imagine the adventures you'll have with this fun assortment of mini-figures. Includes jockey, stuntman, waiter, construction worker, gas station attendant, and girl on bicycle. 27 pieces. $6.50
A. **#6660 Hook and Haul Wrecker.** Haul disabled vehicles back to the station with this strong 4-wheeled vehicle. The wrecker includes a suspension system, allowing each wheel to move independently to get over the toughest terrain. 44 pieces. **$6.50**

B. **#6526 Nitro Dragster.**
More racing fun is yours when you add this dragster to your race collection. Dragster features adjustable spoiler for realistic, racing fun. 41 pieces. **$4.50**

C. **#5174 Grooved Tires and Hubs.**
LEGO SYSTEM Town is on a roll with these accessories. Assortment includes 8 small tires, 4 medium tires and 4 axles. 16 pieces. **$3.25**

D. **#6641 Four Wheelin’ Truck.**
Extra large wheels carry this rugged truck and one mini-figure over any obstacle to off-road fun. One mini-figure included. 77 pieces. Ages 6-12. **$6.25**

---

**LEGO HOTLINE**
203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET
Let's Build and Race

**E. #6591 Nitro Dragsters.** The green light is on and the race has started. Two mini-figure drivers zip down the track with their power machines. See who crosses the finish line first and wins the race! 121 pieces. **$12.00**

**F. #6510 Mud Runner.** Zoom to the finish line in this souped-up funny car. Spoiler moves for high speed mud-running action! 28 pieces. **$3.25**

**G. #6528 Sand Storm Racer.** Zip through the dunes with this turbo charged racer. The driver can handle even the toughest LEGO trails. 33 pieces. **$4.50**
**TOWN**

Ages 6 - 12

**A. #6661 Mobile TV Studio.** Broadcast the late breaking news right on location. Your ace reporter is on the move and beams live news coverage via satellite link up. Use your imagination and build the alternative model! 71 pieces. **$6.25**

**B. #6355 Derby Trotter.** It's off to the races with your Derby Trotter. Train your horses in this fully equipped stable. Jockey included. Ages 7-12. 137 pieces. **$14.00**

**C. #6590 Vacation Camper.** Take along all the comforts of home as you head for the wilderness. Comes complete with two mini-figures. Ages 7-12. 105 pieces. **$12.00**

---

**LEGO HOTLINE**

203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET
D. **#6530 Sport Coupe.** Enjoy a cruise through LEGO town in your shiny yellow sport coupe! Windshield lifts open to let driver and luggage inside. 32 pieces. **$4.50**

E. **#6673 Solo Trainer.** A student pilot mini-figure guides the Solo Trainer to the ground for his first landing. Furnished with the most modern equipment, no one will fall short of becoming an "ace" pilot. Ages 7-12. 65 pieces. **$8.50**

F. **#6672 Safari Off Road Vehicle.** Go on an "off-road" wildlife adventure with your safari vehicle. Film all the excitement of the jungle terrain. This set includes the new LEGO shock absorbers. Two mini-figures and a monkey also included. 66 pieces. **$8.50**
A. #1637
Bucket of Bricks.
This big 11" plus red bucket comes with 478 pieces for endless hours of building and fun. "Look at what I just made..." Build houses, cars, trucks, animals, and more. Contains many special pieces including people figures. Extra storage capacity.
Ages 3 - 5. $22.00

B. #1476
Five Item Bonus Pack
Collect all five unique models in this special assortment. You'll have fun building models from Town, Space, Castle, and even Pirates. Includes 6 mini-figures. Save over 20% (versus comparable items sold individually).
Ages 6-12. 148 pieces.
$12.00
frontiers in space. Comes complete with two astronauts and robot. Use your imagination and build the alternative model! Ages 7 - 12. 120 pieces $10.00

D. #1675
LEGO Triple Pack.
Another great value! This special assortment includes the Crusader's Cart and Soil Scooper plus get the Meteor Monitor free. Ages 6 - 12. 150 pieces $9.95

E. #1612 Victory Racer.
Race to Fun in your Town in this sleek red car. Includes step-by-step instructions. Ages 6 - 12. 25 pieces. Regularly priced $2.75, now only $2.00
A. #6103 Castle Mini Figures. Explore the forest and a castle... Six medieval people are in this collection of Castle mini-figures. Now add forest people and knights and a farmer to your castle village. Many special medieval tools like shields, swords, bows and arrows are included. A must for every LEGO Castle King like you. 32 pieces. $6.50

B. #6054 Forestmen's Hideout. A treehouse built within the forest is a perfect lookout for spotting intruders. A mini-forester guards the grounds while one keeps watch from the hideout above. Ages 7-12. 198 pieces. $17.50

C. #6039 Twin Arm Launcher. A great addition to your medieval series. This Launcher is powerful enough to propel barrels over fortress and castle walls. Complete with foot soldier and mounted knight. 73 pieces. $8.50

D. #6059 Knight’s Stronghold. The Knights keep a sharp lookout from this castle’s high walls. Defend the castle and guard the king’s dungeon. Castle doors open to reveal a catapult inside. (Meanwhile, a prisoner plots his escape from the dungeon...He will use the catapult to soar over the castle wall!) Ages 7-12. 221 pieces. $22.00
E. #5184 Castle Equipment.
Wow! A great collection of all your special castle elements. This 30 piece assortment can equip 6 additional knights. Look at all you get—helmets, decorative shields, bows and arrows, swords, spears, axes and more! $3.25

F. #6042 Dungeon Hunters.
"Off to the dungeon!" The King's men have finally captured the bandit forestman. Will the other forestmen rescue their friend in time? Three mini-figures included.
Ages 7-12. 105 pieces. $11.50
A. #6245 Harbor Sentry. This brave soldier guards the Eldorado fortress with a loaded cannon. Leave the cannon on shore and use the boat for transporting items on and off the island. One mini-figure included. 24 pieces.
$4.25

B. #6260 Shipwreck Island.
No pirate adventure is complete without its buried treasure. This treasure island is protected by two pirates and a cannon. Comes complete with treasure chest, monkey and parrot. Ahoy Matey!
70 pieces. $12.00
C. #6257 Castaway’s Raft. Drift out to sea on this rafting adventure. Three pirates on a raft of barrels are closely followed by the shark. Don’t walk the plank! 51 pieces. $8.50

D. #5150 Pirates Decorative Elements. Wow! The greatest collection of all special and one of a kind Pirate elements. This 27 piece set can equip 4 more pirates. Includes coins, hats, ears, swords, pistols, rifles and more! $3.25

E. #6235 Buried Treasure. No Pirate adventure is complete without buried treasure. Set includes treasure chest, “golden” coins, a pirate mate with his monkey friend. Ahoy mates. 20 pieces. $3.25

F. #6251 Pirate Mini-Figures. Now add more pirates and soldiers to your collection. Assortment includes 3 pirates, soldiers, a parrot and a chest filled with treasures. 29 pieces. $6.50
A. #6923 Particle Ionizer.
Unlock the mysteries of the universe! Here's a special hovercraft fully equipped for conducting scientific space experiments. Whirl into a cavern with the rear wings on full tilt. A spray hose in front of the ship will neutralize radioactive substances, while magnets help lift test samples on board. Robot, space man, and tools included. Ages 8-12. 187 pieces. $23.00

B. #6704 Space Mini-Figures.
Six daring astronauts set out to explore remote galaxies. Each figure has a protective helmet, sun visor, space tool, and specially designed space uniform. Get set to explore fascinating new worlds with this crew. 36 pieces. $6.50

C. #6896 Celestial Forger.
Invent your own space mission...Imagine you've been assigned to find precious minerals on a far-off planet. Magnets on your vehicle's built-in crane help you detect and load the special crystals on board. Your radar wheel will steer you back toward your spacebase. Ages 7-12. 87 pieces. $15.00
D. #6811 Pulsar Charger.  
Your search for minerals will be limitless in the new Pulsar Charger. Oxygen cylinders and a walkie-talkie make it easy to explore remote areas, while the rear antenna keeps you in contact with the rest of the M:TRON team. Ages 6-12.  
25 pieces. $3.25

E. #6833 Beacon Tracer.  
Hone in on the signals of the advance team in your Beacon Tracer. The moveable control panel makes it easy to roam over any area in search of precious mineral supplies.  
38 pieces. $4.25

F. #6877 Vector Detector. This spaceship has a unique new feature—the force of real magnets. As part of the M:TRON team, you can soar through the galaxy, transporting the magnetized cargo boxes to places where land vehicles can’t reach. One mini-figure included.  
Ages 7-12.  
59 pieces. $8.50
A. #6886 Galactic Peace Keeper. "Let's head home...we've got our man." Mission completed with this specially equipped SPACE POLICE® Starship. Includes opening cockpit, wing mounted cameras, retractable wings and the Space Lock Up Jail. 115 pieces. $11.00

B. #6831 Message Decoder. A message has been found but can't be read. Quick! Call in the specialized Message Decoder. This SPACE POLICE vehicle is manned by a specially trained mini-figure to handle these emergencies. 31 pieces. $4.50

C. #6828 Twin-Winged Spoiler. This dual function starship acts as both a space vehicle and surface transporter. Ages 6-12. 54 pieces. $3.75

D. #12 Blue Space Elements. 10 pieces. $2.25

E. #13 Gray Space Elements. 12 pieces. $2.25
F. #6951 Robot Command Center. Establish your base camp on uncharted planets with this classic space set. You'll have fun building this 278 piece set. Special features include separate storage bays for your lunar rover and winged explorer, moving arms, radar and other moving functions. Ages 8-12. $24.00

G. #6954 BLACKTRON® Renegade. Dual ionic super-charges blast this mothership to the reaches of deep space. Fuel hoses, a transparent cockpit, and a wing-top control station surround the two included mini-figure renegades. Ages 8-12. 302 pieces. $35.00

H. #6895 SPY-TRAK I. This SPACE POLICE vehicle can't be stopped! Its giant tires guide the vehicle over the largest craters in Space. Includes the special Space Lock-Up feature, opening cockpit, walkie-talkie, and other space tools. 143 pieces. $17.50
B. #7839 Car Transport. Cars are heavy freight but with your car transport it's no problem. Drive your LEGO car up the ramp. Movable loading platform transfers the car right onto the railcar. Features control tower, flatbed rail car and two mini-figures. Ages 8-12. 331 pieces. $39.00

C. #4546 Rail & Road Vehicle. What a great idea! This car can drive on the road and on your rail system. Send this versatile vehicle out to repair the tracks before the next train comes past town. Magnets allow you to hook vehicle to your train. Ages 7-12. 71 pieces. $8.75

D. #7813 Oil Tanker Rail Car. Now you can collect another unique rail car for your train system. Not available in any store. Please note: Your battery train is designed to pull only 3 cars. If you wish to run this oil tanker, you must remove another rail car. 119 pieces. $17.00
E. #4021 Police Patrol Boat. Fully equipped and ready for action, keep the waterways safe as you patrol the shoreline. Your patrol boat comes with hatchway to engine room, working rope pulley at the stern, two wheel houses, working radar, three crew members and room to stow diving gear. 185 pieces. $33.00

F. #4020 Fire Fighter. There's a fire in the harbor; a tanker in flames 40 miles out to sea. Captain your very own Fire Fighter Boat. Featuring rotating water guns, movable capstan and hook, and working motor hatchway on this big 12' boat. 189 pieces. $27.50
A. #8836 Sky Ranger. This awesome aircraft will send you flying. Propeller rotates automatically and you'll have fun experimenting with the cable controlled flap that balances your aircraft in flight to control your plane's ascent and descent. Includes detailed instructions for alternative Gyrocopter model. 271 pieces. $27.50

B. #8810 Dirt Bike. Head out to conquer the rough and dusty back road with this hot model. Features front wheel steering, working kickstand and shock absorbers in back. Complete with detailed building instructions for two models—the dirt bike and a three-wheeler motorbike. 77 pieces. $8.75

C. #8712 TECHNIC Action Figures. Three action figures are awaiting your word to go on an adventure. Available exclusively from your Shop At Home Service. $8.25
D. #8830 6-Wheeler Dune Buggy. Discover the new world of 4-wheel driving your TECHNIC Dune Buggy. Features front and rear wheel steering. Build a Formula 1 Racer as an alternative model. 169 pieces. $19.75

E. #8828 TECHNIC Power Loader. Now you can really move some earth! This model features a new front-end bucket that tips down to scoop up earth. The bucket can be raised and lowered, and the model features steering gears to carry your load away. Instructions included to motorize the front end loader or to make an alternate model—the Road Grader. 172 pieces. $18.75

F. #8891 TECHNIC Designers Idea Book. You'll be constantly flipping through the 100 pages of the TECHNIC Idea Book, making everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. New ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show the ambitious builder how to build these exciting models and understand how they work from the inside out. $8.25

G. #8040 Pneumatic Air Powered Technic Universal Building Set 161 pieces. Ages 9 and Up. $25.00
MODEL TEAM

Ages 9 & Up

Each Set Includes Building Instruction for Two Models!

A. #5510 Off-Road 4 x 4.
Make an off-road jeep or a 7" tow truck. Handle rugged off-road terrain for real adventures with steering functions.
274 pieces.
$33.00

Over 1,000 Pieces!
B. #5550 Custom Rally Van. Custom build your own rally van! Design your van for all sorts of uses—from an undercover detection vehicle to a locksmith business on wheels. Control your van’s moves using the spare wheel on the hood. Includes building instructions for main model and the Safari Off-Roader alternative model. 514 pieces. Ages 10 and up. $48.50

C. #5590 Whirl N’ Wheel Super Truck. The biggest Model Team set! Over 21" long! Whirl to unreachable adventures with your very own Whirl N’ Wheel Super Truck. Building instructions included for alternative, heavy duty, all-terrain transport truck. 1,031 pieces. Ages 10 & Up. $95.00

LEGO HOTLINE 203-763-4011 8am - 8pm ET
BONUS
EXTRA BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS!

#6861 Secret M:TRON Space Voyager. A special collection of the 3 most popular M:TRON models. Great fun building all three models!

BUT THE FUN CONTINUES — You'll also receive another set of building instructions to combine these 3 sets into the secret M:TRON Space Voyager. Ages 8 - 12. 333 pieces. Save 10% - Specially priced at $41.85.

Secret M:TRON
Space Voyager Includes:
#6923 Particle Ionizer
#6877 Vector Detector
#6896 Celestial Forager

Individual models available — See pages 22 and 23.
Ordering Information

Order By Phone – It’s Fastest & Easiest

Mastercard and VISA Credit Card Holders may call in their orders weekdays from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM (Eastern Time) by calling (203) 763-4011. We're sorry, but we cannot accept collect calls. To save time when ordering, please complete the order form including credit card information before you call. Thank you.

Order By Mail

Clearly print your name and address in space provided. Please give “Ship To” information if order is to be shipped to an address other than your own. Fill in daytime phone number in case we have a question about your order. Make checks payable to LEGO Shop At Home Service (SAHS). Please do not send cash. For credit card payments, please list all digits from your credit card, expiration date and include your signature. Prices are effective through December 31, 1992.

Two Ways For Extra Fast Shipments

We are happy to announce our continuing service for all phone orders – express delivery by Federal Express is now available for an extra charge.

1. Standard Air Service gets you your order within 48 hours from the time we ship. If you call us with your order on Monday we'll ship on Tuesday, and you'll have your order on Thursday!

2. Priority Service gets you your order within 24 hours from the time we ship. If you call us with your order on Monday, we'll ship on Tuesday, and you'll have your order on Wednesday!

Please ask for express service delivery and pricing information when calling to place your order. (Sorry, Express deliveries cannot be made to P.O. Boxes.)

To Order, Follow These Easy Steps:

1. Enter the Item Number.
2. Enter the Number of Items Wanted.
3. Enter the Name of the Item.
4. Enter Price.
5. Enter Total Price.

Customer Service

Order Information and Order Inquiries

If you need information regarding an order, a delivery date, or the availability of an item, please write to: LEGO Shop At Home Service, P.O. Box 1310, Enfield, CT 06083 - or call (203) 749-0706 and ask for Shop At Home Service.

Trouble finding a particular LEGO set at your favorite store? And can't find this item in this catalog either? Then call us!!

If you can't find a store in your area that carries LEGO products, or if the store near you does not have the particular set you want, you may order directly from us depending on product availability. Call (203) 763-4011 for product information.

We are here to help.

Warning: An Important Safety Message to Parents.

LEGO sets contain small parts that are NOT suitable for children under 3 years.

DUPLO sets have larger pieces which are specially designed for children under 3.

Please follow indicated age recommendations when ordering LEGO and DUPLO sets for your children.

General Information

For information regarding our products, replacement parts, or any general questions, please contact our Consumer Affairs department at LEGO Systems, Inc.-Consumer Affairs, P.O. Box 1138, Enfield, CT 06083 - or call (203) 763-3211.

LEGO Guarantee

YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED. All of us at LEGO Shop At Home Service take pride in the quality of LEGO products and services we provide. If for any reason you are not entirely satisfied with your order, please contact us. Your satisfaction is our primary goal - and we do whatever it takes to make it right!

Dear LEGO Shop At Home Service,

We not only love your product, but we also would like to commend you for the cordial and efficient manner in which we were treated today.

I anticipated an argument upon phoning your office after opening my son's LEGO® order and finding 3 packages instead of the 4 we ordered and paid for. Your customer service representative did not give me the third degree or question the truth of the matter. She apologized and said that the item would be shipped immediately. I was in shock!

Thank you so much! It's been truly refreshing to deal with your company. 

Gayle Hull

Layton, NJ
More LEGO Accessories
Ages 6-12

A. #5043 Antenna Pack. The ideal antenna assortment for any space or town collector. You can also use the mini antennas as control levers. 29 pieces. $2.75

B. #5172 Rocket Stages. These round bricks, rocket noses and tails will give your space capsule the boost it needs. 30 pieces. $3.75

C. #5042 Space Light and Radar Elements. A handy 50 piece collection of transparent plates, discs, and cones to add extra lights or radar discs to your space or town models. $2.75

D. #5157 Town and Space Equipment. Special pieces for use on earth or in space. Don't leave earth without this necessary space equipment. The collection will supply you with a vast array of tools and other items for the rigors of space travel. Also, excellent for LEGO Town. 32 pieces. $3.75

E. #5154 Decorated Bricks. Customize a race car or anything else with these specialized, embossed bricks. Unique assortment includes many different types of control panels. 26 pieces. $3.75

F. #5046 Spring Suspension & Tires. Make your LEGO vehicles ready for any road adventures. Includes new spring axle element. 10 pieces. $2.50

G. #5106 Pneumatic Valves. $2.25

H. #5108 Pneumatic Piston 2" Cylinder. $2.75

I. #5107 Pneumatic Pump 2" Cylinder. $2.75

J. #5109 Pneumatic Tubing. (23" & 39"). $2.75
G. #5156 Transparent Bricks. Transparent bricks give added realism to your LEGO space vehicles. This 17-piece assortment contains a hinged and unhinged wind-shield, a hinged roof access panel and all the extra brick elements shown. $3.75

H. #5155 Space Jets and Wings. You'll find the most popular space elements in this special assortment which includes sloping frames, space wings and space jet motors. Two seats will enlarge your spaceship's seating capacity. 19 pieces. $3.75

I. #5164 Hinges and Couplings. You'll make those necessary LEGO connections with these hinges and couplings. Extra hinges enable you to add moving walls or doors. Couplings will link your separate creations. Also, for use in Castle or Space, as well as other sets. 17 pieces. $2.50

J. #5165 Hinges and Tilting Bearings. Now you can add moving parts to your models. Make doors open, windshields tilt up, trucks empty or anything else you can think of. 31 pieces. $2.50
THE TOYS THAT BUILD IMAGINATION!

LEGO SHOP AT HOME SERVICE
P.O. Box 1310 Enfield, CT 06083

For Credit Card and RUSH Orders
Please Call 203-763-4011

Sold To: (If paying by credit card, please note
your name as it appears on your credit card.)

CUST# 031081 LL58109 078068

Ship To: Use only if different from "Sold To" address.

Name ________________________________

Street /Route ________________________________

City ________________________________ State/Zip ________________________________

[ ] Gift? Use address block above and check here. We'll also send you an order confirmation.

[ ] Gift message: ________________________________

Check one: [ ] Boy  [ ] Girl

Child's Birthdate / / 

Day Phone* (____) ________________________________

*Important for clarifying questions on orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CALL NOW!

(203) -763-4011
8 AM - 8 PM Eastern Time

Method of Payment:
[ ] Check
[ ] MasterCard, Visa

Account: (Please include all the numbers on your credit card.)

Good Through: [__] [__] - [__] [__]

Thank you for your order.

Signature ________________________________

To easily fit Order Form in envelope, please tear form off at perforation and fold on the dotted lines.

Total from Above
CT and MA Shipments Please add appropriate sales tax
Total Handling & Shipping FREE
Total Rush Charges (Please call for information)
Total Amount (Please, no cash or CODs)